develop the current scientific knowledge and its practicability to be translated and used in the daily clinical routine for treating and diagnosing patients with early breast cancer. However, according to the subtitle of these conferences "Evidence, Controversies, Consensus" they are not meant to provide simple "cooking recipes" for patients and their physicians but rather to give some guidance for appropriate decision making were current standards end and areas of uncertainty exist: based on the presentations of the most recent preclinical and clinical trial data which are given by some of the most expert international breast cancer researchers during the first three days of each conference, the fourth day is dedicated to the "Consensus" for problems and open questions in treating early breast cancer when more than 40 international experts from all fields and specialties dealing with breast cancer are voting on predefined questions. Naturally, due to this way of deciding on topics which are not clearly to be answered based on sci- entific data, these results or recommendations of the St. Gallen panel can only be viewed as lowest common denominator of the panel participants which is then summarized, compiled, sometimes interpreted, and finally published several months later in the Annals of Oncology by an also predefined writing committee [1] . Clearly, this way of finding a "consensus" on current unanswered but clinically meaningful and important questions which is for a good part based on the-sometimes small-majority of opinions immediately leads to discussions and more open questions of course mostly on a much higher scientific level. Thus, it is also a long-standing tradition in Austria that immediately after each St. Gallen Breast Cancer Conference a symposium under the heading "Data + Facts: Consequences?" is organized to report, summarize, and most importantly interpret these results from a national point of view by some of the most expert Austrian breast cancer specialists.
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In this issue of the MEMO journal, we are now trying to compile these Austrian interpretations and opinions of the 2017 St. Gallen Conference in Vienna by presenting short reviews and statements of the medical [2] , surgical [2, 3] , and gynecological [2] , as well as the radiodiagnostic [4] perspectives in order to provide European specialists as well as the nonspecialized interested readers with a comprehensive overview of the current status and the open questions of the diagnosis and treatment of early breast cancer.
